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Abstract
As digital platforms become increasingly
ubiquitous, firms in a wide array of industries face the
decision of whether to join them and how to compete
within them. The information systems field is in a
unique position to theorize and investigate how
platform participants can use broadly available
digital platform resources in order to achieve, and
possibly sustain, competitive advantage. We
empirically investigate the theoretical proposition that
restaurants joining the food delivery digital platform
can compete by leveraging a specific emergent
capability we call platform-fulfillment capability. Our
results indicate that differentiation and competitive
advantage are possible, even though all platform
participants have access to the same digital platform
resources. This result has important implications for
the evaluation of digital platform strategies by
organizations that are increasingly dependent on the
use of digital technology.

1. Introduction
Almost two decades after the publication of the
controversial article “IT Doesn’t Matter,” [8] the
Information Systems field is again challenged to
understand and explain the phenomenon of sustainable
competitive advantage. While examples abound of
firms that have been able to maintain superior
financial performance over time, the role that digital
technologies play in the process is not systematically
understood. Moreover, there is a new element in the
search for sustained superior competitive performance
through IS: digital platforms. Today, several of the
largest corporations in the world are platform owners
(e.g., Microsoft). Furthermore, digital platform
dynamics are central to the emergence of startups that
are disrupting traditional sectors, such as finance (e.g.,
Revolut) and last-mile delivery (e.g., Postmates).
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While there is a burgeoning literature showing how
digital platforms owners can leverage their central
position into a sustainable competitive advantage [3,
13, 15, 39], there has been limited attention devoted to
the competitive struggle of platform constitutive
agents – those firms who join the platform but do not
control it. A few firms (e.g., Apple, Google, Amazon)
are garnering the bulk of research attention.
Specifically, little work to date has focused on
understanding whether and how those firms that join a
digital platform that they do not own or control, can
achieve a position of competitive advantage versus the
other platform participants. Notable studies that adopt
the perspective of platform constitutive agents include
the analysis of the competitive dynamics between
platform owners and its participants [15, 43], the cost
of multihoming by platform participants [10], the
interplay between internal and external architecture
and its effects on competitive advantage [38], and the
co-creation of value between platform owners and
platform participants [9].
We argue that the majority of organizations the IS
community serves with its research are not platform
owners. Instead, it is largely the constitutive agents
who, as they are increasingly dependent on the use of
digital technology to enable their business models,
processes, and offerings, become dependent on digital
platforms that they do not own or control.
We define a digital platform as an evolving sociotechnical artifact that: (1) federates and coordinates
constitutive agents to facilitate digital innovation; (2)
creates value by enabling economies of scope in
supply and/or demand; and (3) has the structure of a
digital layered modular architecture with both a core
and a periphery. This definition consolidates extant
research that uses terms such as digital platform,
technology platform, platform-mediated markets, or
software-based platform interchangeably and often
without explicit definition (Table 1).
As suggested by recent literature, digital platforms
can significantly influence the financial, strategic and
organizational performance of its participants [14, 31].
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These dynamics are relevant well beyond the
technology sector. Traditional businesses are
increasingly forced to craft “digital platform
strategies” in order to thrive or even survive.
Restaurants must leverage food delivery platforms
[25], retailers must compete within Amazon
marketplace or Alibaba [18], entertainment companies
must be attentive to platform dynamics in gaming
platforms or content streaming services.
This study extends the business value of IT (BVIT)
[27] literature to the context of digital platforms.
Similarly to IT assets [29], digital platforms are
generally available to competing firms. Thus, we
investigate whether and how organizations can
achieve and sustain competitive advantage from the
use of “commoditized” and widely available digital
platform resources. We do so within the paradigm of
application level research [33, 36]. Thus, we take as
the unit of analysis the competitive moves [33] or
resources [29] that result from the combination of
digital platform capabilities with other organizational
resources. We investigate the increasingly popular and
non-traditional IS context of food delivery, where
restaurants are faced with the decision of whether or
not to join digital platforms (e.g., GrubHub). The
context of our study is important because it enables us
to clearly separate the firm’s value proposition –
providing a dining experience to patrons – from the
use of digital resources. This separation is not as clear
in much of the literature where the product is itself
digital (e.g., video games, software development).
Thus, compatibly with our theoretical lens, the focus
of the analysis and the enabler of competitive
advantage we investigate is not the digital technology
per se. Rather, it is the emergent IT-enabled resources
that the firm can create by leveraging the assets and
capabilities exposed by the digital platform [29, 33].
In the context of our study we conceptualize and
investigate a specific emerging resource called:
platform-fulfillment capability. As we theorize below,
such capability enables restaurants to offer superior
customer service that leads to a competitive advantage
in the form of high visibility in the platform’s
marketplace. The theorized competitive advantage is
theoretically sustainable. However, this hypothesis
cannot be tested at the current stage.
Our research offers four main contributions. First,
we provide clarity to the concept of digital platform
and theorize the role of platform resources in enabling
platform participants who seek competitive advantage.
Second, we empirically investigate the differential
effect of pursuing the same platform enabled strategic
initiative in different organizations. Third, we explore
the emergence of platform-enabled resources by
examining the variability in the performance of

different strategic initiatives. Finally, we challenge the
view that considers widely available digital platforms
as commodities unable to drive sustainable
competitive advantage.

2. Digital Platforms
Efforts to uncover the mechanisms that link
platform adoption to competitive advantage [10, 38],
are constrained to the context of software development
(e.g., app or videogames development). As “software
is eating the world” [2], we increasingly observe a
number of digital platforms that reside outside the
realm of software development and technology
products. These digital platforms contribute to
changing the competitive landscape for all of the firms
in the industries they impact. For example, the
Facebook platform is increasingly popular in the
context of customer engagement, while the Amazon
Marketplace Web Service (MWS) platform is an
enabler of enhanced customer service in the Amazon
Marketplace. Furthermore, digital platforms such as
Shopify, enable organizations to create an online store,
while also managing cross platform integrations (e.g.,
Facebook and Amazon Marketplace) and product
fulfillment without the need to develop software
applications. More importantly from a research
perspective, the academic IS literature on digital
platforms prevalently assumes the point of view of
platform owners (e.g., Apple). As a consequence, our
understanding of the dynamics that lead to the
adoption of, and competitive success within, digital
platform is still relatively under researched [26, 35].
Summarizing and consolidating previous literature
(Table 1) the definition we advance in the introduction
offers a number of insights. First, it clarifies the nature
of digital platforms not as purely technical or
organizational artifacts, but as socio-technical
systems. Thus, it embodies the socio-technical
perspective that characterizes the information systems
discipline giving equal importance to the social and
technical elements of the artifact [37]. Second, it
identifies the organizational components of digital
platforms, stressing the “federated” and “coordinated”
relationships that platforms create with ecosystem
players to facilitate digital innovation. Therefore,
constitutive agents of the platform are influenced by
the objectives of the platform owner and internalize
them through various forms of coordination aimed at
achieving common goals. Third, it specifies the
economic characteristics of digital platforms. The
definition requires that value creation mechanisms
include the creation or leverage of economies of scale
and/or scope. Fourth, it specifies the layered and
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modular architecture of digital platforms which not
only refers to the technical elements of the system, but
also to its social and organizational architecture.
Table 1. Platform conceptualizations in academic
research
Author

Definition

Gawer, 2014
[16:1240]

Technology platforms are
“evolving organizations or
metaorganizations that: (1) federate
and coordinate constitutive agents
who can innovate and compete; (2)
create value by generating and
harnessing economies of scope in
supply or/and in demand; and (3)
entail a technological architecture
that is modular and composed of a
core and a periphery.”

Tiwana, 2018
[38:2]

A platform refers to “an extensible
technological foundation used by
complementary, functionalityaugmenting apps”

Tiwana et al.,
2010 [39:675]

Software-based platforms are
defined as “the extensible codebase
of a software-based system that
provides core functionality shared
by the modules that interoperate
with it and the interfaces through
which they interoperate”

Constantinides
et al., 2018
[12:381]

Digital platforms are defined as “a
set of digital resources—including
services and content—that enable
value-creating interactions between
external producers and consumers”

Parker et al.,
2017 [30:256]

A platform is a “layered
architecture of digital technology,
combined with a governance
model”

Eisenmann et
al., 2011
[13:1270]

Platform-mediated markets are
markets “where users’ interactions
with each other are subject to
network effects and are facilitated
by a common platform provided by
one or more intermediaries”

It is important to note that the literature often uses
the terms digital platform interchangeably with the
term marketplace. The confusion likely stems from the
fact that many dominant digital platforms also control
a marketplace (e.g., iOS and its relative AppStore).
However, in the context of online transactions,

marketplaces are “communities of buyers and sellers
who exchange product information, coordinate, and
transact using Internet technologies.” [32:40] Thus,
although often related, in our context, digital platforms
are the socio-technical systems that provide the
resources that platform constitutive agents use to
pursue digital innovation. Conversely, a marketplace
is the digital space where the innovations that the
digital platform facilitates are exchanged between
buyers and sellers. Shopify and Stripe are two of many
examples of digital platforms that do not operate a
marketplace.

3. Theoretical Framework
The Information Systems literature defines the
business value of IT (BVIT) as “the organizational
performance impacts of information technology at
both the intermediate process level and the
organization-wide level, comprising both efficiency
and competitive impacts.” [27:287] The BVIT stream
of research is grounded in the Resource Based View
of the firm (RBV) [5, 24, 27] and considers
organizational resources as the basis of firms’
competitive action. Organizational resources are any
tangible or intangible asset or capability that
companies own, control, or have access to on a semipermanent basis [19, 33]. With assets being “anything
tangible and intangible the firm can use in its processes
for creating, producing, and/or offering its products
(goods or services) to a market” [41:109]. Capabilities
are defined as “repeatable patterns of actions in the use
of assets to create, produce, and/or offer products to a
market.” [41:109]
The RBV treats organizational resources as the
building blocks of firm strategy and posits that the
source of a firm’s competitive advantage is to be found
in organizational resources that are valuable, rare,
inimitable, and non-substitutable [4].
As a consequence, a major limitation of the RBV
when applied to strategic information systems is that it
neglects resources that lack those four characteristics,
such as commodity IT assets or widely available
digital platform resources [6, 33]. Empirical and
theoretical contributions to the IS literature show how
considering resources as isolated elements of
competitive advantage results in both conceptual and
measurement fallacies (e.g., productivity paradox). In
fact, as many organizational resources are emergent
systems [29], attempting to analyze the value of their
components in isolation may be unproductive and
yield flawed conclusions [11, 17].

3.1. Platform-enabled Resources
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Digital platform resources are widely available to
all constitutive agents (i.e., firms competing with the
platform). Thus, many would argue that they do not
present strategic potential for the organizations joining
the platform. We differ, as theorized below. Digital
platform resources are those assets and/or capabilities
that digital platforms owners create and make
available to platform users to facilitate their digital
innovation. For example, Shopify’s integration with
Amazon Marketplace and Instagram is a platform
capability that enables retailers who join Shopify’s
platform to seamlessly manage their inventories across
multiple marketplaces. When a digital platform
resource interacts with resources of the constitutive
agents, we observe the emergence a of subsystem:
platform-enabled resource.
Platform-enabled resources can assume emergent
properties [21, 42] that arise from the relationship
between the components of the subsystem, yielding a
resource that is “greater than the sum of its parts.”
[29:173] When the emergent properties produce
positive outcomes, the relationship between the digital
platform and organizational resources is synergistic
[29]. However, to realize this potential synergy, the
firm must ensure that the digital platform resources are
properly combined with organizational resources [29].
As a consequence, synergy is positively influenced by
both: (1) the ability of a constitutive agents to leverage
the digital platform resources in its regular activities
and routines along with its own organizational
resource – termed compatibility [29]; (2) the actions of
the constitutive agent to implement the digital
platform resources in combination with the
organizational resource – termed integration effort
[29:173].
High synergy between the digital platform
resources and organizational capabilities of the
platform participant positively impacts the strategic
potential of the emerging platform-enabled resource,
where strategic potential is defined as the ability to
“enable a firm to conceive of and implement strategies
that improve its efficiency and effectiveness” [4:102].
Therefore, it is the emerging platform-enabled
resource, and not the digital platform resources, that
can achieve a strategic potential when it is valuable,
rare, and inimitable.

3.2. The Differential Synergy of Platformenabled Resources
From the notion of emerging resources follows that
the same digital platform resources will have different
effects and outcomes in heterogenous organizations
[29]. Our research uses the notion of brand to

investigate the strategic potential of platform-enabled
resources. Brands “reﬂect the complete experience
that customers have with products” [23:740].
Particularly for multi-unit operations (e.g., restaurant
chains), the brand represents both the ﬁrm assets (e.g.,
IT systems) and operating procedures (e.g., business
processes). Thus, brand consistency across different
locations is critical to preserve a homogeneous
customer experience. In fact, brand parents engage in
quality assurance and other compliance mechanisms
that different brand locations offer a consistent
customer experience. For example, McDonald’s
invests a considerable amount of resources to
standardize both the physical environment and food
quality of its franchisees.
The brand, therefore, represents a proxy for firm’s
complementary resources that includes both
organizational assets (e.g., standardized IT assets) and
capabilities (e.g., standardized processed). Thus, the
combination of organizational resources with the same
digital platform resources for firms affiliated with
different brands will produce variations in the synergy
of the resulting platform-enabled resource [29].
H1.1: There are significant between-brand variations
in platform-enabled resource synergy.
Organizations that belong to the same brand are
constrained by the brand’s organizational resources.
However, it is the purposeful management effort to
combine organizational resources, that results in the
emergence of a platform enabled resource and, in turn,
differential firm performance [1, 22, 28]. As a
consequence, we posit that different levels of
integration efforts within organizations that share the
same organizational resources will also produce
variations in synergy levels of the emerging platformenabled resource [29].
H1.2: There are significant within-brand variations in
platform-enabled resource synergy.

3.3.
Platform-enabled
Competitive Advantage

Resource

and

Organizations enjoy a competitive advantage when
they implement initiatives that are unavailable to
competitors. The competitive advantage is sustained
when competitors are unable to replicate the same
initiative [4]. In keeping with recent theorizing [29] we
adopt a system theory perspective., Thus contrarily to
traditional RBV research, we do not evaluate the
strategic potential of the digital platform resources in
isolation. Rather, we focus on the strategic potential of
the emergent platform-enabled resource – restaurants
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platform-fulfillment capability in our context - that
results from the purposeful combination by the
constitutive agents of the widely available digital
platform resources and their own organizational
resources. It is when the emergent platform-enabled
resource assumes valuable, rare, inimitable, and nonsubstitutable characteristics that it becomes a source of
competitive advantage [29]. Thus, when the synergy
between the organizational resource and the digital
platform resource is greater, we expect that the
emerging platform-enabling resource assumes a
higher strategic potential.
H2.1: Greater synergy between a digital platform
resource and an organizational resource positively
affects the strategic potential of the platform-enabled
resource.

4. Food Delivery Digital Platforms
Although food delivery is not a novel concept,
advancements in digital technology are driving the
disruption of well-established dynamics in the food
industry. Despite food delivery still being dominated
by the traditional model of phone orders and restaurant
deliveries, food providers are increasingly challenged
by the emergence of innovative ordering experiences
and delivery methods that are driving substantial
channel migration. In 2020, online-enabled delivery is
expected to reach around 60% of the market, up from
less than 10% from a decade earlier [44]. Thus, as
digital platforms rise to prominence, restaurants face
both opportunities and threats. An important factor
driving online channel migration is the emergence of
food delivery digital platforms, such as UberEats,
GrubHub, and Deliveroo, that facilitate the ordering
experience and the delivery process.
Food delivery digital platforms (from now
onwards referred to as delivery platforms) are
evolving socio-technical systems that provide
restaurants with resources that facilitate the offering of
“home dining experiences.” They enable alternative
ways to meet the customers’ “job to be done” [40] of
satisfying their hunger in a convenient, affordable, and
consistent manner without having to leave home.
Traditionally, only a limited number of players had the
scale and resources to provide a reliable delivery
service (e.g., Domino’s Pizza). Conversely, equipped
with the key resources made available by delivery
platforms, an increasing number of restaurants can
offer a “home dining experience” to their patrons. For
example, delivery platforms equip restaurants with
digital assets to successfully manage the fulfillment of
orders. Furthermore, delivery platforms provide a fleet

of riders who carry the food to the customer’s home.
Thus, driven by advancements in technology, delivery
platforms increase the feasibility, and consequently
the popularity of home delivery dining experiences.
Digital platforms, such as GrubHub and JustEat, meet
all the elements of our definition of digital platforms.
1. They are socio-technical artifacts. For
example, when a restaurant uses the UberEats
platform, the interaction involves both the
use of technology, and the acceptance of the
governance terms that UberEats imposes
(e.g., resolution of customer complains);
2. They federate and coordinate the numerous
restaurants that join the platform. For
example, during peak hours Deliveroo needs
to coordinate its limited number of riders to
provide a consistent delivery opportunity to
all constitutive agents. Thus, restaurants that
are unable to fulfill the orders in the expected
time frame are relegated to lower positions in
the Deliveroo marketplace.
3. They facilitate digital innovation. For
example, the JustEat digital food delivery
platform empowers restaurants to a) adopt
different menu strategies (i.e., product
innovation), b) offer reliable home delivery
without having to hire drivers (i.e., process
innovation), and c) diversify revenue
strategies by seeking incremental sales
beyond dine-in patrons (i.e., business model
innovation);
4. They have a layered modular architecture
comprised of a core and a periphery. For
example, UberEats core optimizes and
coordinates the delivery times and routes in
real-time, while restaurants leverage the
platform interfaces at the periphery (e.g.,
Menu design) to manage their offerings.
Restaurants today face the important decision of
whether to join one or more food delivery platforms
(i.e., become constitutive agents of these platforms).
Upon deciding to join, restaurants must strategize how
to create and possibly sustain a competitive advantage
in a context where the same digital platform resources
are available to all other restaurants in the market. We
posit that the competitive dynamics are dictated by
restaurants’ organizational resources, compatibility,
and integration efforts, which lead to differentiated
platform-enabled resources and, consequently,
differential performance.

5. Methodology
In this study, we utilize an archival research
methodology. The context is the restaurant sector
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where delivery platforms enable the implementation
of a food delivery strategic initiative. Our primary data
source is a European delivery platform (named here:
FoodNow). FoodNow is a market leader in several
European markets and has rapidly increased its
popularity in terms of both end-customers (i.e., diners)
and restaurants joining the platform over the past five
years. FoodNow provides the resources, such as a
menu management system and a fleet of drivers, that
enable restaurants to offer food delivery services.
Furthermore, like most digital platforms, FoodNow
also controls a marketplace where customers (i.e.,
diners) can discover restaurant offerings, place orders
and pay. FoodNow adopts a strategy where the digital
platform and the marketplace are closely integrated.
Restaurants that join FoodNow are required to use the
digital platform resources to configure and manage
their marketplace offerings. For example, restaurants
can launch promotions for specific days of the week.
Integration efforts by the restaurant are visible on
FoodNow’s website, thus allowing us to infer
restaurants competitive moves from different activities
in the marketplace. For example, when a restaurant
activates the “Busy Mode” using the platform
capability, a banner in the restaurant’s page in the
marketplace communicates to customers about
potential delays with their order.
We gather daily data from all restaurants
associated with the biggest chains by number of
restaurants in London (UK). We analyze all chains
with more than 70 restaurant locations in the delivery
platform. London was selected for this study as it is
representative of a city with a high number of
restaurants and multiple food delivery platforms.
Thus, we consider London as representative of a
competitive and dynamic market. Furthermore, by
focusing on one city we reduce market specific
confounds such as wages, weather, or other local
idiosyncrasies.
We scrape data from the marketplace at regular
intervals. The following analysis draws on restaurant
information collected from the platform marketplace
five times per day over a period of 30 days during June
2019 (168,448 total observations).1 Considering a
timeframe of 30 days improves reliability of results as
it eliminates variability caused by non-recurrent
events (e.g., understaffed shifts) or day of the week
(e.g., restaurants that are busier during week or
weekend days). Furthermore, we consider only those
neighborhoods of the greater London with more than
100 restaurants. Therefore, we exclude from the
analysis those neighborhoods with a scarce level of
competition between restaurants.
1

Table 2. Summary statistics dataset
Number of chains

14

Number of restaurants

544

Number of observations

168,448

5.1. Measures
When joining the delivery platform, restaurants
have access to a number of platform resources that
facilitate the implementation of a food delivery
capability. In this research we focus on the interplay
between the restaurants’ order fulfillment
organizational capability and FoodNow’s order
management platform resources. When restaurants
integrate the digital platform resources with their
organizational resource, theory predicts the emergence
of an outside-in [41] platform-fulfillment capability.
The greater the compatibility and management’s
integration effort, the greater the synergy between the
digital platform resource and the organizational
resources. A greater synergy positively impacts, the
strategic potential of the platform-enabled resource. It
follows that synergy and strategic potential should be
measured at different levels [29]. Synergy reflects
positive impacts on the organizational resource,
whereas strategic potential reflects benefits to the firm.
Consistent with the Nevo and Wade model [29] we
conceptualized the platform-fulfillment capability as
the emergent resource that enables a restaurant to
effectively fulfill customers’ orders. Effective
fulfillment happens when food delivery is timely and
accurate. Thus, when the relationship between the
digital platform and organizational resource is
synergistic, we theorize that restaurants will display
superior order fulfilling performance – as measured by
order delivery time and restaurants’ rating. Order
delivery time is the amount of time the restaurant
commits to deliver the order once it is confirmed. The
restaurants’ rating score is a marketplace specific
measure of customer satisfaction with the restaurant.
The marketplace only allows customers to provide a
review score after completing an order.
We posit that a high synergy with the platform
resources is positively associated to low delivery times
and high customer ratings. Specifically, to obtain a
measure that accounts for competitors’ level of
performance, we compute the speed of delivery of a
restaurant relative to the average delivery speed for all

Data collection is ongoing.
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restaurants that deliver to the same neighborhood.
Similarly, we compute the rating score relative to the
average rating score of all restaurants delivering to the
same neighborhood. When a restaurant achieves high
synergy, we expect that its relative time of delivery is
lower than the average time of delivery of its
competitors and their relative customer rating is higher
than competitors’. In other words, we provide a first
test of theory predicting that the platform capability
yields a positive impact on organizational resources
[29]. Finally, we posit that a high synergy impacts the
strategic potential of the organization by improving
the ranking position of the restaurant in the delivery
marketplace.

5.2. Data Analysis and Results
We use a mixed-effect model to control for brand
and restaurants systematic variations. We used a stepwise approach by first modeling the empty model to
split the variance between the brand and restaurant
levels (Model 1). We then add control variables to the
empty model (Model 2). Finally, we add the two
independent variables, one at the time (Model 3 and
4). We specify a mixed-effects model using the lme4
R package (version 1.1-21):
!"#$ = &''' + )* +,"#$ + ). /0"#$ + )1 2/"#$ + )3 20"#$ +
)4 5"#$ + )6 ,"#$ + 7''$ + 8'#$ + ,"#$

Where !#9" represents standardized ranking
position of restaurant : belonging to brand ; at time <;
&'' is the grand ranking mean; ). , ). , … , )6 denote the
coefficients for all variables; NR denotes number of
restaurants, PI number of popular (highly requests by
customers) items on the menu, MP average menu
price, MI number of items in the menu, D relative time
of delivery, and R relative rating score.
We investigate H1.1 and H1.2 modeling the empty
model of the mixed multilevel analysis. Multilevel
analysis models nest units of analysis, such as
restaurant affiliated with a brand [7]. Each restaurant
is nested within a brand and a brand includes multiple
restaurants. We use a 3-level model in order to identify
the variance related to the restaurants (Level 1) and to
the brands (Level 2). Level 3 captures repeated
measures variability of the panel data. This technique
has been used both in management [20], and in IS
research [34].
The results support both H1.1 and H1.2. Of the
total variance of ranking position, 43.6% (0.2542 /
(0.2542 + 0.2109 + 0.1176)) is situated at the chain
level, whereas 36.2% (0.2109 / (0.2542 + 0.2109 +
0.1176)) is situated at the restaurant level. The level-

two intraclass correlation coefficient is estimated at
0.547. Thus, the brand level contributes slightly more
to the variability of ranking positioning in the
marketplace than the restaurant level. However, both
brand and restaurant variables are significant and
present high intraclass correlations. These results
indicate that, as hypothesized, there are significant
between brand variations (H1.1) and significant within
brand variations (H1.2) in the ranking positioning of
restaurants, which we consider as a proxy of the
strategic potential of the initiative.
Table 3. Results of mixed-effects models
Variable
NR
PI
MP
MI

M2
-4.821e-05
(9.165e06)
0.21
(0.033)
-0.068
(0.026)
-5.161e-04
(8.523e04)

D

M3
-6.89e-05
(8.61e-06)

M4
-4.19e-05
(0.234)

0.205
(3.30e-02)
-0.067
(0.025)
-6.36e-04
(8.29e-04)

0.193
(0.032)
-0.064
(0.024)
-6.86e-04
(7.94e-04)

-0.003
(2.29e-05)

-0.003
(2.29e-05)
0.012
(6.53e-04)
0.327
(0.234)
120804***
0.254
(0.504)
0.211
(0.459)

R
Constant
Deviance
Variance
restaurant
Variance
chain

0.258
(0.251)
142082***
0.293
(0.541)
0.242
(0.492)

0.273
(0.243)
121148***
0.277
(0.526)
0.226
(0.475)

Notes: *p < 0.05, **p < 0.025, ***p < 0.001

We test H2.1 using a mixed effect model to control
for brand and restaurants systematic variations. The
standardized ranking positioning assumes values
between -3 and 2, where 3 is a top ranking in the
marketplace, and thus corresponds to high visibility.
Table 3 presents the results of our analysis. The results
show that the number of restaurants competing in the
same neighborhood is negatively related to ranking ()
= -4.19e-05). The number of popular items in the
menu, is positively related to ranking () = 0.193). The
average price of the menu is negatively related to
ranking () = -0.064). The number of items in the menu
is negatively associated with ranking () = -6.86e-04).
The relative speed of delivery is negatively associated
with ranking () = -0.003). Finally, the relative rating
score is positively associated with ranking () = 0.012).
Therefore, we find that after controlling for brand and
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restaurant effects, number of competitors, menu
average price, number of popular menu items, and
total number of menu items: (1) a relative decrease of
delivery time is associated with an improvement of
ranking in the marketplace; (2) a relative increase in
customer rating is associated with an improvement of
ranking in the marketplace. Thus, we find support for
H2.1.

6. Discussion
Our empirical study contributes to the stream of
research on the business value of IT in the increasingly
important context of digital platforms. As digital
platforms become ubiquitous and increasingly tailored
for specific business and/or customer needs (e.g., food
delivery), organizations are faced with two important
decisions: whether or not to join the platform and what
digital platform strategies to implement.
Our results support the theoretical proposition that
digital platform resources foster the emergence of
platform-enabled resources that have the potential to
influence organizations’ competitive position.
Organizational resources, as proxied by the brand
construct in our study, significantly influence the level
of synergy achieved by the firm. However, our results
indicate that brand affiliation only partially explains
the differences in realized synergy between
restaurants. Thus, even when different firms (i.e.,
restaurants) have similar resources, our results suggest
that firm level actions have significant effects on
realized synergy. In other words, integration efforts
exerted by the management of each individual
restaurant, most significantly influence synergy.
Taken together, these results suggest that despite
differences in brand-wide organizational resources
between the competing restaurant chains, significant
variability in realized synergy is to be found at the
individual restaurant level. Thus, our results confirm
that restaurants can achieve significantly different
levels of synergy when integrating similar
organizational resources with indistinguishable digital
platform resources. In other words, platform
constitutive agents can indeed differentiate amongst
each other and achieve competitive advantage, despite
all having access to the same platform resources made
available by the digital platform.
A second finding of our research is that the
restaurants relative delivery time and relative rating
score influences the strategic position of the
organization. More specifically, restaurants that are
able to successfully integrate the digital platform
resources within their organizational resources
develop a superior platform-fulfillment capability that
impacts their marketplace ranking visibility. Our

results show how a superior platform-fulfilment
capability positively influences the restaurants
competitive advantage.
While preliminary, these results suggest that
platform participant can successfully differentiate
when competing in digital platforms they neither own
nor control. That is, platform constitutive agents that
achieve higher synergy between the digital platform
and its organizational resources can implement
platform-enabled strategic initiatives that can act as a
source of competitive advantage. As a consequence,
organizations that are unwilling to invest resources in
integrating with the digital platform are unable to
successfully compete.
Our work, while admittedly preliminary, presents
the basis for future research that investigates the
sustainability of digital platform strategies. We argue
that the information systems field is best positioned to
uncover the distinctive dynamics inherent to the
“digital” of digital platforms. A number of future
research opportunities stem from this realization.

7. Limitations and Future Research
As with any archival research effort, our study
presents limitations that should be acknowledged
when evaluating the contribution at its current stage.
The use of archival data presents both strengths and
weaknesses. The gathering of information from a
major digital platform allows us to test our hypothesis
for a large number of restaurants, thus increasing the
reliability of our results. However, our measures are
constrained by the restaurant’s information publicly
available in the digital platform’s marketplace. As a
consequence, we are unable to tease out the specific
organizational resources that define the brand
construct from those that may be restaurant specific.
While we make the sensible assumption of
standardization of organizational resources across
brand affiliated restaurants, we are unable to evaluate
the impact on the platform-enabled resource of
different organizational resources configurations. In
fact, it can be argued that there could also be
significant organizational resources differences
between restaurants of the same chain. A promising
future avenue of research is the investigation, through
mixed methods, of the dynamics that lead to the
formation of the platform-enabled resources. In fact,
our study demonstrates that it is possible to achieve
superior synergy and strategic differentiation through
the integration of widely available digital platform
resources. It follows that, as predicted by Nevo and
Wade [28, 29], compatibility and integration efforts
are critical to the emergence of platform-enabled
resources. Uncovering the specific integration
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mechanisms available to digital platform participants
and explaining why they work is a promising avenue
for future work. Such a theory of digital platform
compatibility and integration would be of theoretical
importance as well as a significantly contribution to
practice.
Another limitation of the current research is the
limited timeframe and number of restaurants
evaluated. While data collection is ongoing and this
limitation will soon be overcome, at the current stage,
we are unable to determine the sustainability of
competitive performance of the firms in our sample.
Extending the data gathering to all restaurants over an
extended period of time will allow for longitudinal
studies that can advance our understanding of the
sustainability of the superior synergy levels and its
long-term impact on organizational performance. We
identify two promising avenues related to the
longitudinal perspective of our study. First, we could
analyze the variations of realized synergy over time
and its impacts on sustainable competitive advantage.
This would enable improved understanding of the
casual link between synergy and sustainable
advantage in order to uncover the defensibility and
learning dynamics over time. Second, we could
investigate the commonalities of firms that exit the
digital platform – those who decide to terminate their
platform strategy. Studying those digital platform
participants who forego the use of platform resources
would enable the study of the causes that lead to the
unsuccessful implementation of the platform-enabled
strategic initiatives.
More fundamentally, the overarching theme of the
work reported in this paper, as well as the future
research we advocate, is to open the digital platform
“black box” to uncover the dynamics that are
distinctive to these emerging socio-technical artifacts
and understand how increasingly pervasive digital
technology changes the phenomena of strategic
positioning and the pursuit of sustainable competitive
advantage.
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